
Spanish Home Learning 

 

Week 5 – Sant Jordi (Saint George’s Day) 

 

 

The 23rd April is an important day in Catalonia, a region of Spain. It is Saint George’s Day (Día de Sant 

Jordi). 

 

Can you find the following information: 

 

 Where in Spain is Catalonia? 

 What is the most important city in Catalonia? 

 

Read the story of Sant Jordi here:  

https://catalansaarhus.wordpress.com/2013/04/14/the-legend-of-sant-jordi/ 

 

 

 

 

Sant Jodi was a knight – un caballero (remember we pronounce the “ll” as a /y/ sound so we say 

/cab-a-y-ero/. 

 

 

https://catalansaarhus.wordpress.com/2013/04/14/the-legend-of-sant-jordi/


Draw your own “caballero” and label the parts of the body.  There are some words below to 

help you but you can look on the internet or in a Spanish dictionary to add more. 

 

Head = la cabeza    Eye = el ojo 

Arm = el brazo    Ear = la oreja 

Leg = la pierna    Mouth = la boca 

Shoulder = el hombro   Nose = la nariz 

Foot = el pie 

 

You can practice the parts of the body with this song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVF6YDBQkuo 

 

 

Now can you design a shield for your knight.  What colours are you going to use?  Can you 

remember the colours in Spanish?  How many do you know?  How many can you write down 

and spell correctly without looking at the list below? 

 

Red = rojo 

Blue = azul 

Green = verde 

Yellow = amarillo 

Orange = anaranjado 

Black = negro 

White = blanco 

Brown = marrón 

Grey = gris 

 

Can you add any more colours to the list? 

 Label the colours you have used on your shield or write a description of it. 

 

Mi escudo es …. = My shield is … 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVF6YDBQkuo


Extension task: 

 

1. Choose a scene from the story and draw it  

 

2. Watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCu4nYz_7_E 

Can you create characters from the story using play doh, lego or other materials?  Take a photo 

to show me your creations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCu4nYz_7_E

